Welcome to Vetel Diagnostics
Harnessing the digital world for veterinarians

Take a better look inside at all of our diagnostic imaging tools:

- Ruggedized Generation II Wireless Digital Radiography
- Endoscopy
- Ultrasound
- Thermography
- NeedleView - Arthroscopy
- Shockwave
- X-Ray Generators
- Software - Neural Networks
- See who is part of the Vetel Community
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FINANCING

Use our unique Cash Flow Conservation financing plan to acquire the equipment you need.

**FIRST YEAR FREE!**

Conserve your cash during the first year while you generate revenue and income using the equipment — it is that simple!

1. Sign a 72 month agreement with the first 12 payments @ $0.00 per month!
2. Commencing with payment number 13 the “regular” payment will be .02018 †† x the equipment cost (i.e. .02018 x $50,000 = $1,009.00 per month for 60 months).†
3. No payments required in advance—only a one time documentation fee of $129.00

---

**6-6-5**

Smaller budget, but still want to finance? Our 6-6-5 program could be right for you!

1. Sign a 72 month agreement
2. The first 6 payments @ $0.00 per month
3. Then 6 months @$99.00 per month
4. Commencing with payment number 13, the “regular” payment will be .02018 †† x the equipment cost (i.e. .02018 x $50,000 = $1,009.00 per month for 60 months).†
5. No payments required in advance—only a one time documentation fee of $129.00

---

*On purchases over $25,000 - does apply to multiple modality bundles
†Payment does not include applicable taxes or supplies.
††Rates subject to change
Veterinary Medicine’s smartest, neural network enabled software. All of your practice data securely encrypted and backed up. Superior solid state NUC PC powered by Intel outperforms the rest. Achieve best practice in one location with one solution.
Intelligent Imaging through Neural Network enabled software

Metron Modules
Metron Lumina III™ | Metron Anatomy Aware™ | Metron Precision™ | Metron Durable™
Metron Countdown™ | Metron Magnitude™ | Metron Suture™ | Metron Devise™

Image Acquisition and full PACS

Image Stitching  Automated hoof mark-up

Metron Web Viewer  Add voice clips to image
Free on-line viewer  Share reports

Vertebral Heart Score  Calibration and Magnification correction
EQUINE DR

Enduro series of Generation II wireless digital radiography systems
Available with 10 x 12 or 14 x 17 detector panels | Less than 12# total weight (10x12 configuration)
16 Bit | Lumina III™ image processing | Drop tested | Mil Spec laptop | Windows 10 Pro
Available with 3 or 5 year hardware and software warranty

ENDURO RUGGEDIZED™

• Total system weight is less than 10# based on the 10 x 12 configuration
• 1 meter drop warranty
• The only fully ruggedized generation II wireless digital radiography system on the market

ENDURO HD™

• Highest definition panel on the market at 5 lp/mm producing the best image quality available
• Total system weight is less than 12# based on the 10 x 12 configuration
• 70 centimeter drop tested
EQUINE DR

ENDURO HD™ 750

• Total system weight is less than 10# based on the 10 x 12 configuration
• 60 cm drop test
• Mishap Immunity to cover the unforseen

NEW!
The Empower HD digital radiography system is available with wireless 14” x 17” or tethered 17” x 17” detector panels.

- Detector panels are compatible with standard Bucky trays
- 14” x 17” panel is versatile for table-top imaging or standing views
- Dell All In One computer
- Available with 3 or 5 year hardware and software warranty.
- Lumina III™ image processing
These computers are custom designed by Vetel to maximize the functions of your Metron software as well as your other practice software needs. We frequently review our computers and update to the state of the art as technology advances*. All PCs are a minimum of i7 and 16GB of RAM with Windows 10 Pro

*Computer model and specifications are subject to change without notification.

Panasonic Toughbook
GETAC - Rugged Tablet
Dell Ruggedized Laptop
Dell 2-in-1 Laptop
POC Ruggedized Tablet
Dell 23” All In One

We use trusted names for our PCs

*2-in-1 laptop can be used as either a tablet or laptop in 15” or 17”
800-458-8890 www.veteldiagnostics.com
ULTRASOUND
All ultrasound systems from Vetel come with 1 year R.A.C.E. accredited online education.

**Eco 6 VET**
2 year warranty

PACS Compatible
DICOM
Lightweight
Portable
Battery powered - 2.5 hours
Color + B&W

Integrates with your Metron software!

**Sonobook 8 VET**
5 year warranty

PACS Compatible
DICOM
Intel chip processor
Lightweight
Intuitive
Image 2mm to 30cm clearly
Dedicated veterinary calculation package

**Sonobook 6 VET**
5 year warranty

PACS Compatible
DICOM
Intel chip processor
Lightweight - 12# for easy mobility
Portable
Battery powered - 2 hrs in active mode
Dedicated veterinary calculation package
**TeleView USB Endoscope**
- In lengths 1M, 1.5M, 3M, 3.5M - custom lengths available
- Diameters 8.7mm, 9.8mm, and 12.6mm
- High resolution
- Super bright LED illumination
- Plug and Play
- 4-Way articulation
- Three channels
- Irrigation channel to clean camera lens
- Working channel for biopsy or foreign body removal
- Air-Water channel for lavage or insufflation

*Computer and tripod not included

**TeleView Race Track Scope**
- Plug and Play simplicity
- Control Body Holds Cell Phone
- One-handed operation
- High Resolution and Super bright LED’s
- Wired or Wireless functionality
  - Android - with USB Cable
  - iPhone with Wireless transmitter

*Phone and tripod not included

**Exercise Endoscope**
- Custom-built harness
- Custom insertion tube
- Lightweight, harness-mounted system
- High definition-wide angle sensor
- Stabilized insertion tube prevents flutter
- SD card records both audio and video
- System is rider independent
- Simple, uncomplicated system

Integrates with your Metron software!

Wi-Fi Adapter (optional)
Link to any Wi-Fi enabled portable device, iPad, iPhone, or your laptop
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THERMOGRAPHY

VET75 Digital Thermal Imaging Camera

- 320 x 240 (76,800 pixels) IR Resolution
- 4”, 640 x 480 optically-bonded PCAP touchscreen, with 400 cd/m² surface brightness

Integrates with your Metron software!

VET530 Digital Thermal Imaging Camera

- 320 x 240 (76,800 pixels) IR Resolution
- 4”, 640 x 480 pixel touchscreen LCD with auto-rotation

VET560 Digital Thermal Imaging Camera

- 640 x 480 pixels (307,200 pixels) IR Resolution
- 4 in. wide screen LCD

All New Thermal Cameras include:
Built-in touch screen | Wi-Fi | Hard Carry Case
Laser pointer for visual guidance, distance measurement, and precise auto-focus

1 year Vetel on-line R.A.C.E. Thermal Imaging CE
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Companion Animal Dental options
- Hand held X-ray generator
- Wall mount X-Ray generator
- Dental sensor plates

Metron Dental software - 3D image and positioning guide
Equine Dental Camera

- High Resolution Sensor
- Works with computers, tablets, and android devices
- Save images and video to device
- Irrigation channel to clean camera lens

Benefits of the dental camera

- Easy viewing of all teeth
- Easy recording of images & video to share with clients
- Durable
- Affordable

WiFi Adapter (optional)
Link to any Wi-Fi enabled portable device, iPad, iPhone, or your laptop
NeedleView System

- This Arthroscope Suite offers a visualization tool the size of an 18 gauge needle.
- Perform diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.
- Compact, portable, and fully digital

Some applications include:

- Small Animal – elbow, hip, stifle, shoulder
- Large Animal – carpus, coffin joint, fetlock, navicular bursa, stifle, cervical vertebrae, hock

Canine joint injection

Equine standing arthroscopic exam
ACCESSORIES

Image Acquisition Kit:
USB and HDMI connections for acquisition of stills and videos from additional imaging modalities.

The Hardware Kit:
- 2 Metron Blocks
- 1 EponaCam with light and charger
- 1 Background board with illustrated Instructions
- 1 Auto-Scaler with base for scaling Radiographic as well as photographic images
- 3 Finger-Rings (sm/med/lg) with 2 slide-in metal finger scales
- 1 carrying case

Integrates with your Metron software!

EponaCam Cradle:
Designed for use with the Metron Hoof Blocks to capture precision images. With the EponaCam app* the images can be linked to your Metron 8 software via Wi-Fi.

Metron Hoof Blocks
A weight-bearing calibration tool with built in metal markers that ensure hoof radiographs and photographs of the hoof can be accurately measured using Metron Software.

*App sold separately
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X-RAY GENERATORS

Portable

Poskom Vet20BT

40-90KV 20MA
~15lbs
Battery Operated

Poskom PXP-40HF

40-100KV 35MA
<30lbs
*DLP optional

Poskom PXM-20BT

40-100KV 20MA
<22lbs
Battery Operated

MinXray TR90b

40-90kv 20MA
~15lbs
Battery Operated

MinXray HF8020

50-80kv 15MA
<15lbs

MinXray TR90

40-90KV 30MA
<15lbs
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All the power, without the weight.

Effortless portability with all features and the power you need to make your day a breeze.

- 90kV/20mA
- Less than 12 pounds
- 10 APR memory settings
- Three ways to charge so you are never without power - including in the case!
- Built in LED Collimator with laser pointer
- Remote control software
- USB-A port for bluetooth communication
X-RAY GENERATORS

Companion Animal Radiography - AV Choice
Available with stationary, 2-way float, or 4-way float top table
Standard table supports patients up to 400 pounds.

Generator (single or 3-phase)
• 30kW, high frequency, single phase, 400mA, 125kVp, with anatomical programming console
• 32kW, high frequency, three phase, 600mA, 125kVp, with anatomical programming console

Tables

EV-800 Elevated Float Top Table
• Supports up to 800 pounds
• 36” wide completely flat table top
• 86” length
• Integral collision sensors
• Elevating range 22.25” to 34.25”
• Standard table-side control
• optional carbon/fiber top

Urine traps on both tables!
Vetel Diagnostics holds our technicians to a higher standard. Our customer service is as important to us as it is to you. We handle your service needs with any Vetel system. We also offer repair services for any digital radiography system, even if you didn’t buy from us. If your company left you by the side of the road, while your DR system still has some life left, we can help.

- Sound
- Cuattro
- Universal
- IDEXX
- Christian ICONS
- Fuji
- Canon
- Samsung
- and more!

We don’t just offer lectures on stage. We believe that the various situations you face often require a customized approach. We’re here to offer that custom advice, based on your unique challenges. Over the years, Vetel has made it our mission to help you avoid the words “I don’t know.” We want you to see the full picture. Having encountered a wide variety of medical challenges, we understand how important it is to have an advisor you can count on. We’re happy to offer veterinarians like you advice on a regular basis, so that you can avoid doubt and remain confident in your clinical skills.

- Friendly
- Knowledgeable
- Experienced
In addition to our technical support team, Vetel wants you to learn the tools of your practice. We provide up to date user guides for your DR systems and software. Vetel has also put together online education programs for thermography and ultrasonography that meet the criteria for R.A.C.E. accreditation. We partner with manufacturers to provide training for all the tools in our diagnostic toolbox.

**Example topics from our online training courses**

**Thermography - 13.50 CE Credits**

- TH-01 - Introduction and Safety Around Animals
- TH-02 - Artifacts, Environmental Concerns & Physiology
- TH-03 - Performing the Normal Equine Thermographic Examination
- TH-04 - Equine Limbs: the foot, joints, tendons and ligaments
- TH-05 - Back Pain in Horses

**Ultrasound CA - 7.50 CE Credits**

- 01 - Veterinary Ultrasound - Introduction and Physics
- 02 - Veterinary Ultrasound - Artifacts
- 03 - Veterinary Ultrasound - Hepatobiliary System
- 04 - Veterinary Ultrasound - Gallbladder
- 05 - Veterinary Ultrasound - Spleen

**Ultrasound EQ - 10 CE Credits**

- 01 - Ultrasound of the Metacarpus/Metatarsus
- 02 - Transcuneal Ultrasound of the Podotrochlear Aparatus
- 03 - Ultrasound of the Shoulder and Elbow
- 04 - Ultrasound of the Stifle
TESTIMONIALS

You don’t have to take our word for it, read what some of our customers are saying.

“Excellent customer service. Always friendly and willing to help with any and all questions, even when we don’t know exactly what we are asking! Very knowledgeable. Shout out to the boys we talk to the most- Travis, Brandon, and Maizen!” ~ Riverdale Vets

“Customer service can’t be any better. They keep me apprised and updated every step of the way. Quick overnight repair and thorough evaluation of the situation. I would recommend Vetel to everyone.” ~ Kenneth Jones DVM

“I was first introduced to Vetel as a new practitioner. I purchased a pre-owned unit. Amazingly, when I had a question, I talked to the OWNER of the company, Dr. James Waldsmith. Really! After 6 years of reliability I decided to go wireless. I demo’d the competitors’ units, but clarity and quality of image was best-in-class with the ruggedized Enduro unit, and Metron software is intuitive, and customer support... second to none! Don’t be fooled by these bigger companies. Vetel is a gem that more people need to discover. Thank you!” ~ Draft Colt

“Excellent imaging equipment with the best customer service!” ~ Nicole Lagrange

“I run a mobile, all-equine practice and have been a Vetel customer for over 12 years. I purchased one radiology system and was so pleased with the images, usability and support that I recently purchased a second system for my associate and upgraded her equipment as well. We are located within 2 hours of numerous vet schools and utilize them for referrals. I have had numerous compliments from the university surgeons about the sharpness and quality of the films that we send with our cases. The toughness and reliability of the system components is important when doing all field work as well and I have had no issues in the years that I have been using Vetel products. I also feel that there is a distinct advantage dealing with a company started and run by veterinarians- for veterinarians. The promptness in response to questions and attention to keeping me up and running has been excellant. Vetel gets my highest recommendation.” ~ Kenneth Marcella

“I have been a Vetel customer for over 15 years. Quality imaging equipment with excellent 24/7 Customer Service. They absolutely understand the needs of todays Equine Practitioner.” ~ Mark Akin

“I bought a Vetel wireless xray system last year and am very pleased with the image quality and ease of use. Vetel support has been extremely helpful. I only have a hot spot connection and Charles from technical support has remained patient while he fixed a mcirosoft update problem and a metron program update. Having had other companies xray systems before I purchased this one, I have to say Vetel support is far and away the most responsive and easiest to connect with.” ~ Helen Poland

“(Translated by Google) Excellent service. I have a portable x-ray machine and it is excellent. Highly recommended, Martín is very kind

(Original)
Excelente servicio. Tengo un equipo de rayos x portátil y es excelente. Muy recomendable, Martín es muy amable.” ~ Andres Russo
VETEL COMMUNITY

When our customers needs grow, so do we. Vetel has built partnerships with numerous other companies to provide you with all the tools you need in your practice.
**DIGITAL IMAGING OPTIONS**

**Pentas**

Vizion™ Software
Less than 10 pounds
Available in 10” x 12”, 14” x 17” wireless and 17” x 17” tethered or wireless
5 year Gold Hardware warranty*

Powered by Vizion™ software

**NeedleView System**

- This Arthroscope Suite offers a visualization tool the size of an 18 gauge needle.
- Perform diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.
- Compact, portable, and fully digital

*Valid with current software support
DIGITAL IMAGING OPTIONS

PHOTONX

Less than 10 pounds
Available in 12” x 12” or 17” x 17” wireless

E8-XT
• 320 x 240 pixels
• WiFi
• Battery Powered
• MSX technology
• 3 color palettes
• Less than 2 lbs.

PHOTON C

5 year warranty!!
Less than 10 pounds
Available in 10” x 12” or 14” x 17” wireless

SonoTouch 20
• Lightweight
• DICOM
• Battery Powered
• Color/Doppler
• Touchscreen

Powered by Vizion™ software
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THERAPEUTIC SHOCKWAVE

- **Lower Cost of Ownership** - Average savings on refurbishments = $30,000.00 USD
- **12 Distinct Energy levels** - More energy range than any electro-hydraulic system
- **Cable free Trigger** - The trigger is now on the therapy head for more control and safety
- **Longer Cable** - Therapy cable is 9’5” for better reach
- **Portable** - Easy to carry and stow, requires only 2 probes and one cable

NeoVet 2 Power Probe with Cable

Can be used for:
- navicular syndrome
- caudal foot pain
- ring bone
- sesamoiditis
- bone cysts and OCDs
- back muscle pain
- sacro-iliac conditions
- avulsion fractures
- fractures

NeoVet 2 Standard Probe with Cable

Can be used for:
- osteoarthritis
- periostitis
- suspensory ligament injuries
- tendon injuries
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THERAPEUTIC ULTRASOUND

The EQultrasound PRO includes the ultrasound generator and all six hand probes:

- Blue transducer - flat head / pulsed emission
- Red transducer - flat head / continuous emission
- Green transducer - concave head / pulsed emission
- Yellow transducer - concave head / continuous emission
- Grey transducer - focused convex head / pulsed emission
- White transducer - focused concave head / pulsed emission

EQultrasound hand probes are also available for purchase individually.

EQultrasound device comes with a 24 months limited warranty. Please check our Warranty Terms.

EQultrasound Therapy is a patented technology, which uses low-frequency ultrasound waves at high intensities for therapeutic purposes. These high intensity acoustic pressure waves are passed through tissues creating certain effects to stimulate physiological processes of tissue repair and restoration:

- Non-thermal acoustic effects (cavitation, microstreaming and acoustic streaming)
  - enhances metabolic activities of cells
  - helpful in tissue repair, especially soft tissue
- Thermal effects (diathermy / deep heat) improve:
  - Joint mobility
  - Tendon and ligament elasticity
  - Muscle pain

CAUTION: Federal Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a licensed veterinarian.
PEMF THERAPY
Pulsed Electro-Magnetic Field

Magnus Pro X2 MP

• 1 - 5 Variable frequency / intensity
• Low and High-Powered with Dual output
• Dual MP/MF Patented PMF Technology -
• Each output can be independently controlled or can be synchronized to operate in tandem.
• Standard Set up* Plus:
  • Covered Mag Paddle: 6” diameter
  • Mag Mat: Choice of 18” x 24 “ or 12” x 22”

Magnus Pro X1 HP

• 1 - 10 Variable frequency / intensity
• Low and High-Powered output
• Standard Set up*

Basic Specifications across all models:
• 5 Minute and 10 Minute Preset Timers
• Variable frequency/intensity settings
• FEI Compliant (Eq industry)
• Solid State Construction
• Electrical safety tested and certified
• Can power two (2) accessory loops at a time (with a coupler)
• 3 year Parts and Labor Warranty
• 7 Year Limited Extended Warranty
• Loaner service available.

*Standard Accessory Set Up includes:
• Velcro Strapping System
• Carry Case and Stall Wall Bracket
• Treatment Chair
• Coupler Large 14” diameter Single Loop - 12 ft lead
• Joint (butterfly): 8” diameter Loop - 12 ft lead

24” Equine Wings and hoof Pro Kit are available accessories

16.93” x 9.61” x 13.42” <15lbs
THERAPEUTIC LASER

H1
- 15 Watts
- 3 Wavelengths (650nm, 810nm & 915nm)
- Pulsing 1 to 20,000 Hz pulsing range & super pulsing (ISP)
- 1 Hand Piece Lens
- Homogeneous Beam Profile
- 7 inch 1920x1200 HD touch screen
- Liquid cooled thermal management system
- Solid state laser diode module
- Wi-Fi enabled software updates
- Up to 1 hour in-use battery life (7 hours stationary)
- 30 minute recharge time
- 4.4 pounds

Platinum 4
- 24 Watts
- 4 Wavelengths (650µm, 810µm, 915µm & 980µm)
- Pulsing 1 to 20,000 Hz pulsing range & super pulsing (ISP)
- 5 Hand Piece Lenses
- Homogeneous Beam Profile
- 7 inch 720p HD touch screen
- 6 core processor
- Liquid cooled thermal management system
- Wi-Fi performance tracking app
- 4 layer gold coated circuit boards
- 3 layer fiber optics
- Solid state laser diode module
- Up to 2 hours in-use battery life
- 30 minute recharge
- 6.5 pounds
VETERINARY MONITORS

**BM3Vet Pro**

The new BM3Vet Pro boasts optional EtCO2, anesthetic gas module and a Dual Gas module, in addition to standard ECG, Respiration, NIBP and SpO2. Its 8” wide color monitor displays all the vital signs that you want in different colors. A standard built-in printer offers documentation of all measured and numeric values, as well as up to 4 waveforms. Alarms and settings are easily adjustable and are retained after turning off the power. Wi-Fi capability now come standard with the BM3Vet Pro.

**BM5Vet Pro**

The new BM5Vet Pro boasts optional EtCO2, anesthetic gas modules and a Dual Gas module, in addition to standard ECG, Respiration, NIBP and SpO2. Its 10.4” wide color monitor displays all the vital signs that you want in different colors. A standard built-in printer offers documentation of all measured and numeric values, as well as up to 6 waveforms. Alarms and settings are easily adjustable and are retained after turning off the power. Wi-Fi capability and touch screen functionality now come standard with the BM5Vet Pro.

**BM7Vet Pro**

The new BM7Vet Pro boasts optional EtCO2, anesthetic gas modules and a Dual Gas module, in addition to standard ECG, Respiration, NIBP and SpO2. Its 12.1” wide color monitor displays all the vital signs that you want in different colors. A standard built-in printer offers documentation of all measured and numeric values, as well as up to 6 waveforms. Alarms and settings are easily adjustable and are retained after turning off the power. Wi-Fi capability now come standard with the BM7Vet Pro.

Oxy9Wave Vet is a portable color display veterinary pulse oximeter. Audible alarms sound if SpO2 or pulse are outside the user definable normal limits.
LAMENESS MEASUREMENT

Equinosis Q

Bluetooth® Technology
allows long range, real-time connectivity

Inertial Sensors
Capture movement of the
head, pelvis, right front leg, and rider* 
Transmit precise measures up to 100M

Two standard system packages

Lite Q System includes one set of sensors and a light duty tablet
Microsoft Surface Pro* shown here.

Classic Q System includes two full sensor sets and a rugged outdoor tablet

*Computer model and specifications are subject to availability Subject to change without notification.

Systems also include:

- sensor charging station(s),
- long-range Bluetooth transceiver (s),
- backup thumb drive,
- one or two sets of sensor attachment accessories (including head bonnet, pastern wrap, and pelvic clip),
- client brochures,
- starter supply of frequently used exam consumables.
IMAGING ACCESSORIES

**DR - Combibox LM/ AP**

When turned over the tunnel has extra features to facilitate LM and AP flat views of the foot. The special adapters on the DR-Combibox allow you to take ‘hands-free’ X-rays in combination with our DR-Podo-Protectionbox or DR-Cowboybox.

**DR-Cowboy Box**

Multiple use box that comes standard with mountable telescopic grip, which can be turned in 3D positions to get extra distance and a mountable and height-adjustable 12” support foot.

**DR - Cowboy Package**

Podoblock
DR-Cowboybox
DR-Combibox LM / AP
Combibox Dummy LM

**DR - Podo-Protection Box**

The DR-Podo-Protectionbox is a handheld, lightweight protection box that totally secures and protect your expensive flatpanel from outside influences. Because this model also combines the ‘hands free’ system we offer, in combination with our Podoblock and DR-Combibox, it creates a safe and quick working situation.
# My Practice Wish List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Radiography:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray Generator:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoscope:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermography:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy Devices:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Know your imaging partner

A market pioneer, Vetel is the developer and exclusive provider of today’s most advanced imaging tools for the veterinary practitioner. Our leadership in innovation places us in the premiere position to harness the digital world for the veterinarian.

Our notable firsts include;

FIRST Wireless DR in Veterinary Market
FIRST Completely Battery Operated DR
FIRST Generation II Wireless DR
FIRST Fully Ruggedized Wireless DR System
FIRST Thermal Imaging Technology
FIRST Sound Speed corrected diagnostic ultrasound.
FIRST Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Neural Network enhanced imaging software.

As we enter our third decade we are proud to offer the industry’s most comprehensive diagnostic imaging armamentarium including;

- Digital Radiography
- Ultrasound
- Dental radiography
- Whole body and Dental x-ray systems
- Thermal Digital Imaging
- Endoscopy
- Arthroscopy
- Dynamic Equine Endoscopy
- CT
- MRI
- Robotic Equine CT

No one offers such a large array of digital imaging modalities, all integrated into a single imaging platform, the Metron Mind Neural network.